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La Prossima Vita at TOPLAS
KATHRYN S. MCKINLEY and KESHAV PINGALI
TOPLAS Editors-in-Chief

Dear TOPLAS authors, reviewers, and readers,

We are delighted to announce that Jens Palsberg will be the next Editor-in-
Chief of TOPLAS, starting on September 1, 2010. Jens had been an Associate
Editor at TOPLAS for six years. His technical expertise and extensive experi-
ence with TOPLAS are certain to serve him well as he takes over. We expect
great things from Jens!

We are grateful for the opportunity we have had to serve our field as Editors
of TOPLAS and to the many people who have helped us. In the last issue of
TOPLAS, we thanked our associate editors and listed the TOPLAS review-
ers during our tenure. Several people behind the scenes have worked hard to
make our job easier and more enjoyable. We sincerely thank Bernard Rous, the
Deputy Director of ACM Publications for all his help in navigating the ACM
system for us. We thank Joanne Pello, the TOPLAS production manager, who
seamlessly delivered final copy of TOPLAS over and over again. We especially
thank Aubrey Hooser, the TOPLAS traffic manager for most of our tenure, who
kept all the reviewers, Associate Editors, and us on task. Her efficiency and
professionalism are unmatched. Thank you so much, Aubrey!

As we reflect on our tenure, we find TOPLAS has a healthy submission rate,
a predictable reviewing cycle, and publications that continue to be highly cited
by the community. The excitement and health of the programming language
research community lies at the heart of TOPLAS, and we look forward to its
continued success.

Sincerely,
KATHRYN S. MCKINLEY AND KESHAV PINGALI

TOPLAS Editors-in-Chief
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